Leading the way,
locally and globally
Chubb multinational insurance coverages and services

The Chubb way
With our tailored coverage;
dedicated teams of experts and
exceptional service across the
globe, we can support your
success every step of the way.

We know the risk landscape is constantly
changing for multinational companies.
That’s why we offer an unparalleled scope of
flexible coverage worldwide, helping ensure
the smooth operation of your multinational
programme, both locally and globally.
Our multinational programmes are backed by the
financial strength and global resources of Chubb
and connected to our market-leading technology.
We can help you stay ahead of market dynamics,
no matter where you operate.

For consistent protection
across the globe
Unmatched multinational
leadership and experience

A full spectrum of
expertly tailored coverages

Customised multinational
programmes and service,
executed with excellence

Technology that
transforms multinational
risk management

Unmatched multinational
leadership and experience
While Chubb is an industry leader in property,
casualty and accident & health insurance, we are also
a local market leader in the many places we operate.

We issue 62,000 local policies
annually — that’s 170 per day — and
manage 50,000 claims each year for
multinational clients.
The difference this makes? Rather than just a local
insurer “presence,” our customers have Chubb’s local
specialists in situ, with the experience, resources and
relationships to drive the best possible service.
And our multinational team is a leader in the industry
too: it includes senior executives with decades
of experience, seasoned account managers, and
specialists in all the disciplines that matter to our
customers - from underwriting, compliance and
finance, to risk engineering and claims.

Bringing the world to you

>630 Chubb offices worldwide
Broad scope of speciality and core coverages
•
•

Captive programmes
Deductible and SIR risk transfer programmes

Exceptional service from dedicated experts
•
•

Chubb Global Services — 350 professionals dedicated solely to multinational services
Centralised leadership and local market experts
• Tailored claims services
• More than 550 Chubb Risk Engineers

Technology that transforms risk management
•
•

Worldview®
Multinational Research Tool

A full spectrum of
coverages, expertly tailored
Our dedicated multinational underwriters customise
programmes to align with your exposures and legal
and regulatory environments.

Global Casualty

We can structure multinational programmes in ways
others are not willing or able to - addressing specialised
in-country needs, tailoring multi-line solutions across
geographies, and in virtually any line.

We offer a full range of multinational casualty insurance
programmes on a global basis. For clients that value
flexibility and partnership, Chubb is agile, innovative and
committed. We have the reach and resources to pivot
quickly, with dedicated casualty underwriters adapting to
your needs.

We can also provide risk transfer and creative
alternative/captive solutions as part of a
multinational programme.

Accident & Health

A Holistic Approach
Chubb customises both traditional and specialty
coverages on a global basis for businesses of all sizes.
Core products include:
•

Accident & Health

•

Marine

•

Cyber

•

Environmental

•

Casualty - Lead and Excess

•

Financial Lines

•

Inland Marine

•

Property

•

Surety

With local underwriters delivering a comprehensive line
of A&H products and a number of travel-related benefits
and services, Chubb can provide solutions for diverse
employee populations around the globe.
Our teams are there to issue policies locally, and can
centralise the coordination of your travel accident and
medical benefits worldwide.

Property
Chubb has the financial strength and underwriting
expertise to provide insurance solutions for even the most
complex global property portfolios.
Whether you are insuring facilities in a few countries, or
structuring fronting and captive solutions across dozens of
properties and jurisdictions, you can be confident Chubb
has the capability to keep your multinational property
programme operating seamlessly.

Companies seeking consistency
and control find it at Chubb
Locally admitted policies
and risk transfer options
Captives and fronting arrangements,
deductible recoveries
Flexible collateral options
Tailored multinational
claims services
We manage some of the world’s
most complex multinational
programmes - issuing local policies
in over 80 countries

You can’t be everywhere to
manage risk, but you can
count on Chubb to keep
your programme running
seamlessly and compliantly,
from policy issuance to
claims resolution.

Customised multinational
programmes and service

Dedicated
claims services

We tailor our multinational programmes to meet your needs
and offer flexibitily in everything from customised policy
wording to claims management.

Our global claims network ensures all claims,
including cross-border, are handled with the right
expertise and resources, keeping you informed every
step of the way.

Our team, Chubb Global Services, is wholly dedicated to
servicing multinational customers. It is 350 professionals
strong worldwide and includes both central leadership and
local specialists, working tirelessly to issue policies, pay
claims, customise programmes and services, and keep your
programmes in step with legal and regulatory developments.

When a loss occurs, our senior claims account
managers and technical claims professionals in local
markets work together to execute customised claims
service plans, achieving the best possible outcome
for your business.

Technology that transforms your
multinational risk management
Every day, our technology is giving you more
transparency, certainty and control in managing your risk
With Worldview®, our proprietary online service
platform, you and your broker can access instant
updates and comprehensive reports on virtually all
aspects of your multinational programme, including
local policy issuance, and claims around the globe.
Multinational IQ provides the latest on programme
status, even flagging open tasks, next steps, and
responsible parties, keeping everyone on the same page
and programmes on track.

Many local policies are issued in the local language,
Worldview can translate these policies to English —
fully automating a time-consuming task.
And when you have a question regarding the global
market or compliance issues, our Multinational
Research Tool has answers — including nearly half
a million unique answers relevant to multinational
coverages and jurisdictions.

We constantly track and
monitor our performance
against published service
standards. With this
benchmarking data, we
continue to provide
market-leading performance.

Contact us:
Tom Harris
Executive Vice President Chubb Global Services
+1 302 476 6270
tom.harris@chubb.com

www.chubb.com
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